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PREFACE

This essay was written as part of a research project undertaken
through the auspices of a grant (0EG-0-74-1736) from the Division of
Research and Demonstration, Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
Office of Education, HEW; conducted under Part C of Public Law 90-576.
This project has produced three distinct products, each reflecting a
specific objective nf the overall effort.

The present voiume is intended to inform administrators of voca-
tional-technical education programs, and other interested persons what
the state of the art is in producing and using employment projections
for educational planning purposes. This essay is intended for informed
laypersons. This is not a ... guide for technicians, although
technicians will benefit from a careful review of the labor market
contepts examined here.

A companion volume: David W. Stevens (ed.), Occupational Employ-
Ault Projections for Program Planning Purposes: Issues and Examples,
5nuary 1976, contains the proceedings of a national workshop-conference
held in July 1975. This conference brought together over one-hundred
vocational-technical education and manpower planning technicians and
administrators from thirty-one states and the District of Columbia.

The third product is an updated input-output matrix for the state
of !oissouri that provides sectoral employment coefficients which can be
used by educational planners to examine interdependencies among dif-
ferent sectors of the state economy. In this way, account can be taken
of major shifts in resource availability and pricing, such as the recent
energy 'crisis'.

Since this research project was undertaken, in part, by a team
which was also responsible for the production of employment and job-
openings projections for the Missouri Occupational Training Information
System (MOTIS), under contract with the Research Coordinating Unit,
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, the product of that
activity would also be of interest to many readers. It is: Joyce R.
Shackett, Employment and Job Openings Projections 1975-1981, Division
of Career and Adult Education, October 1975. Complete documentation of
the projection methods which were used, and identification of data
sources, is included in the Shackett volume.

Jack Wilson, of the Division of Research and Demonstration, Bureau
of Occupational and Adult Education, U.S. Office of Education, has pro-
vided outstanding guidance in linking our activities with the efforts
of other researchers who are engaged in related analyses, to produce
the maximum amount of educational program relevance possible.

Lexington, MA
January 1976

David W. Stevens
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EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS FOR PLANNING
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION CURRICULA:

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE?

INTRODUCTION

n4rpose

This essay is intended to provide the reader with an understanding

of some essential labor market concepts which should be used, but are

now frequently abused, in the development and operation of information

systems for managing and planning vocational-technical education pro-

grams. An integral part of this effort to convey an understanding of

labor market concepts and reasons for their misuse or nonuse is a selec-

tive citation of relevant items from a voluminous recent literature

dealing with labor market and employment projection issues.
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A starting point for this essay might be considered to be Kidder's

1..".;n;;077

which appeared in Fetruary 1972. Kidder contains

an excellent bibliography and synthesis of the state of the employment

projection art four years ago, rather narrowly conceived as the title

suggests.

Two national conferences2 have been convened in the past nine

month; focuSing, in part, on employment projections and vocational-

technical education planning activities. At least two-thirds of the

state..; are currently engaged. in some type of occupational employment

projections for educators' use.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has embarked on a major new program

called the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) program. cne part

of which--the Occupational Employment Survey--is now operational in 29

states. Prime sponsors under the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) of 1c'--'3 are frequently involved in generating projections of

employment for their jurisdictional areas. Plannars in the multi-

county planning districts of the Economic r,levelopment Administration,

U.S. Department of Comerce, are engaged in similar activities.

These are just a few of the organizations which are attempting to

produce scenarios of future employment trerds; each in somewhat differ-

ent formats to meet real anc imagined differences in information

requirements for administrative decision-making. Public utilities, cor-

porations, transportation associations, and investment groups are also

generating their own scenarios of the future, so that they might be pre-

pared to take advantage of new opportunities to generate profits, and

t- protect themselves against unexpected shifts in population location

cr spending patterns which would render previous inveiAments less

profitable.

There is much lamenting of this apparent duplication of effort in

producing employment projections. At the same time, complaints ;rre

heard that the producers of employment projections aren't sympathetic

to specific educational nePds and requests; and there are countercharges

that educators don't know what they want. Ore purpose of this essay,

then, is to treat the essential conceptuol issues in a manner which

2
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might explain the alleged communication gap between producers and con-

sumers of employment projections.

We proceed from furdar,ental concepts and illustrations of different

types of projection rodels which are being used, to a consideration of

what Was led administrators of vocational-technical education programs

to allocate resources to collect er:ployr,ent projection data, to include

the information in Planning docuents, but then to apparently downplay

it ir sut,saquent administrative practice.

flne of the most freguent abuses of labor market terminology is a

confusion of : and , :. For now, - : will be considered

only in the context of , i.e., the nonber of persons

with particular qualification,: which employers are willing and able tc

hire under stated conditiors.' This simplification postpones the need

to distinguish from a distinction that

will te dealt with in a later section on shortages.

Employment is the outcome of interacting supply and demand forces.

In other words, tnere is a set of unspecified determinants of the num-

ber of persons who offer their services (supply), and a second--not

entirely different--set of factors which determines the level of effec-

tive demanc. !t.is the outcome cf these interacting forces which deter-

mines the mix ard level of employment at a point in time, and the

chances which'cccur throush tine.

Why is this distinction so important? Because today's employment

pattern is a result of historical interacting supply and demand forces.

Particular events, legislative actions, executive mandates, technologi-

cal breakthroughs, managerial successes and failures, and consumer

initiatives all have molded the present distribution of employment in

our society. When we project recent employment trends into the future

we are compelled to make either implicit or explicit assumptions about

the continuity of these institutional forces and their importance rela-

tive to new factors Won will influence the course of future employ-

ment.

Before we examine other labor market topics the reader must under-

stand that is not synonymous with Employers,

3
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individually and collectively, may be prepared to employ more or fewer

than the available number of persons with designated qualifications.

The entire number they are prepared to employ is included in effective

but interacting supply and demand forces may result in a lesser

number actually being enI,Zoed. In many instances, it is apparent that

vocational-technical educators have actually sought to discover, and

eliminate, the difference between these two concepts; i.e., effective

der,:and minus em,.:7,7,2e,ent, which is sometimes called ne.7.. effective demand

or unr...2t, effectiu demand. We will show why, in many cases, this is

not an appropriate target for vocational-technical education planning.

The structure of observed employment is influenced by many factors.

We can, for example, distinguish among at least five major sources of

change in the mix of employment opportunities. In doing so, it is

important to guard against a tendency to think of chang as being syn-

onymous with gro. Employment phenomena in recent years have restored

our awareness that change can mean the demise of current opportunity, as

well as the creation of new opportunity.

I. Simultaneous growth and decline in various sectors of the

economy are counteracting which may leave the

overall level of employMent :.P;Ively unaffected, thereby

masking large internal movements. It is this compositional

transformation which wreaks havoc with long-range-planning

efforts.

2. Turnover is a major source of immediate job opportunity.

Exits from employment occur for many reasons including

retirement, death, disability, withdrawal from the labor

force, transition to unemployed status while seeking

alternative employment, and direct movement to another

job. It is apparent that each of these reasons for exiting

from a job has different ramifications for potential aspi-

rants to a job. Some exits are permanent, others are tem-

porary; some exits are voluntary, others are involuntary;

and some exits convey warning signals about the appropriate-

ness of the job itself for training purposes. It is impor-

tant to recognize that many projections of employment

encompass only estimates of the growth/decline source of

4
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change plus replacement needs due to deaths and retirements

(what we will later designate 'requirements.). Eventually,

we must consider how impori:ant this limitation is for the

purpose(s) at hand.

3. Relocation could be absorbed within the turnover corcept,

but we distinguish it to emphasize one important difference

between local area employment projection activities and

national projections. A local community, county, or state

is more "open than the entire nation, in the sense that

movement of production of goods and services into and out

of the political boundaries is more frequent. This makes

it much more difficult to project future employment at the

local level. International competitiveness must be con-

sidered in this context also. In fact, the international

context illustrates the importance of legislative and

executive actions as a determinant of employment. The

enactment or removal of tariffs, for example, can have a

dramatic impact on particular localities and economic

activities.

4. Technological innovation can, over a relatively brief time

span. dramatically alter the pattern of employment. Witness,

for example, the recent introduction of light-emitting diodes

(LEDs) in the mass marketing of wristwatches, clocks, and

miniature calculators. At the same time, such innovations

frequently wipe out, or at least substantially diminish,

employment opportunities in the sectors which produce sub-

stitute items. A contemporary example is the introduction

of computerized cash registers in retail establishments,

which simultaneously accomplish recording of the sale,

inventory control, and accounting procedutos, thereby dis-

placing human agents who had performed these tasks. There

is substantial controversy about the autonomy of this tech-

nological change. Are technology and skill-requirements

determined simultaneously, or is technology necessarily

the prior phenomenon?

5
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. And finally, for present purposes, we distinguish a substitu-

tion Phenomenon as a source of changing a,ployment opportu-

nity. All goods and services are produced by combinin human

services (labor) with "things" (capital). Depending upon a

number of considerations not dealt with at this point, an

employer usually exercises some discretion in deciding how

these human services and "things" will be combined to pro-

duce a desired product or service. A crucial element in any

employment projection exercise is to understand the nature

of this discretionary action and the circumstances in which

it will be manifested in different ways.

So, we see immediately that there are numerous sources of changing

employment opportunity, only a few of which are accounted for in most

employment projection activities.

Even if all of these sources of change in employment could be

monitored with the desired frequency, a problem of occupa,-.-ional classi-

f-:cata7.1 would remain. Much is heard of the conversions among the

Census of Population (COP), the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT),

and the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) program codes. In the near

future, a new fourth edition of the DOT will be issued. Preliminary

work has been completed on a Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)

system, which is intended to complement but not replace, the existing

classification systems. What is sought in any occup.tional classifi-

cation undertaking is relatively greater within-group comparability

than between-group similarity. This seems simple enough, until we

ask "similar with respect to what?" What criteria are to be adopted

to distinguish among cases? With respect to occupations, for

example, are we to classify only on the basis of job characteristics;

or are people characteristics also relevant, to the extent that they

are considered in hiring decisions? And, since the classifications are

to be used for planning future vocational-technical curricula, should

they reflect only current characteristics or speculative future char-

acteristics too? Finally, is it clear that curricular planning should

be attuned to single entry-level occupations, however defined, rather

than to some other classification, such as job-ladders (a sequence of

jobs through which people normally progress in a particular sector)?

6
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In addition to sources of change in the level and mix of employ-

7nent, and the proper classification of that employment, there are other

major issues to be considered. One is the multiplicity of sources of

skill acquisition. In some localities, and some occupations, public

vocational-technical education provides most of the new trainees, but

in other areas and other occupations this dominance simply doesn't

occur. Indeed, most job sklls currently in use have been learned

What are the consequences of this variation in penetration

of a designated skill area, and what interactive forces exist among the

sources.of skill training?

Another major issue not yet introduced concerns the domain of con-

trol exercised by vocational-technical education administrators. It is

one thing to recognize the desirability of -eallocating educational

resources; it is quite another matter to be able to marshall the neces-

sary support to implement the desired change. This, and the related

matter of multiple constituencies, are treated in later sections. Vore

and better information about future employment opportunities is not

always sought, so we must also examine the administrative incentives

and disincentives which are likely to determine what priority employ-

ment projection activities receive, and why.

All of these matters are examined in the followinc pages. It is

hoped that the reader who perseve will acquire a better understand-

ing of the concepts and practices which will ultimately determine

whether or not employment projections contribute to better planning of

vocational-technical education programs. And the reader who is

interested can pursue any of the topics examined through the carefully

selected bibliographic citationS.

Since the major purpose of ths essay is to examine our ability to

produce, and desire to use, employment projections for vocational-tech-

nical education planning, it is necessary to ask not only whether we

produce acceptable projections, but also w'iether we o;.,::,7] generate

such information.5 This strikes to the heart of the role of public

vocational-technical education in our society. It is not our intention

to delve into historical expleration,6 but the reader should consider

the rationale for tying the educational process to projected occupa-

tional employment opportunity.

7
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II

EMPLOYMENT PROJECTION MODELS

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to introduce the reader to I 'limber

of different models for projecting employment, and then to oxamine thr

arguments by proponents and detractors of these and r'

is the most technical part of the essay.7 For ea

underlying economic assumptions and the data requ .c.e ,0

produce such a projection. Some readers may be tempi. .,jo this

technical section and m.ive directly to section III, but you are urged

not to do so.

Model One: 'Same As Before'

Recalling that employment is the outcome of interacting supply and

demand forces, this model simply assumes that the current employment

pattern will continue into the future. It should be obvious that the

accuracy of this model will be highly sensitive to the time span chosen.

Saying that "this afternoon will be same as this morning" involves

little risk of error, but applying this rationale to say "the last half

of the '70's will be like the first half" involves much greater uncer-

tainty.

Now, we must be careful in assessing the appropriateness of this

assumption of no change, because the assumed absence of change is only

in the outcome (employment) of interacting forces (supply and demand),

not in the behavior of the forces themselves. These underlying forces

may, for example, be expected to change substantially over the projec-

tion period, but in offsetting or compensating ways. Or, one might

expect that these forces would change in the absence of countervailing

action, but that such action will bar the adjustments from occurring.

The introduction of wage controls illustrates the latter type of

countervailing action, as might the imposition of quotas on entry to

training in a particular skill area. The 'same as before' projection

might, in such circumstances, be accompanied by a warning to the poten-

tial user that the projection is conditional upon continuation of the

impediments to chang,.

8
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The information required to use this model is, of course, the cur-

rent employment structure described in whatever degree of detail one

thinks is necessary to accomplish the administrative decisions required.

Note that the currency of the required data is conditional upon how far

back, as well as forward, one is prepared to assume no change in employ-

ment structure. This is clearly a very important issue, since we fre-

quently hear, for instance, that decennial census data are "too old".

For very stable employment sectors, depending upon the precision of the

projection needed, census data may be quite satisfactory.

While data on the current employment structure is the minir

information requirement of any of the models we will discuss, it shouio

be recognized that this simple statement leaves unresolved the classi-

fication issues of occupational (and people?) characteristics and geo-

graphic location, as,well as the currency issue already mentioned.

Even this minimal information requirement, then, can be extremely dif-

ficult to satisfy; witness the ad hoc nature of many current planning

documents which require such data.

Model Two: 'Fixed Coefficient Production Function'

This unfamiliar terminology merely signifies an assumption that

there is a rigid relation between labor inputs and production of a good

or service. We have relaxed the model one assumption of no change in

employment, but in doing so we have introduced a new information

requirement. Estimates of the labor services currently used to produce

given amounts of goods and services are now required. This is difficult

enough to accomplish at the industry level with little or no occupa-

tional detail, let alone at the individual establishment level with full

occupational detail. One problem is that all employed labor may not be

contributing to current output, so that the "input-output" relationship

is misspecified. In such an instance, we must either assume that the

same amount of underutilization will continue in the future, or make

some effort to adjust the relationship to take account of this factor.

Once the production function--the input-output relationship--has

been estimated, it can be applied to the projected change in output

level (growth or decline) between the current period and the end of the

projection interval. This model requires two types of information not

9
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needed in the 'same as before model. Both methods require current

employment information. In addition, the 'fixed cr?fficient production

function' model requires data on the current relationship between labor

service inputs and product or service outputs from production, and an

estimate of the types and amounts of goods and services to be produced

over the projection interval. And, as we have already noted, some

assumption or information is required about labor which is employed but

not used, or is underutilized, in production.

Model Three: 'Incremental Labor'

This is a straightforward adaptation of the 'same as before'

approach, in which it is assumed that thorn is some constant trend of

change in the use of skills or the le\ iployment. This approach

may, or may not, require addition oul ,ending upon the

empirical foundation of the assumea ,ro' change in labor utiliza-

tion. If the constant rate of change t, oe estimated from observed

historical experience, then inforffation about the level and mix of

employment is needed for earlier periods identical to that already

required for the current period in the 'same as before' technique.

Given ever changing industry and occupation classification systems,

this may be a formidable undertaking.

Model Four: 'Incremental Labor Output Ratio'

Just as the 'incremental labor' technique is a simple modification

of the 'same as before' approach, this model is a straightforward adap-

tation of the 'fixed coefficient production function' model. It might

be characterized as a drifting fixed coefficient model, in the sense

that the 'labor services input/good or service output' relation is

assumed to change in some constant manner over the projection period.

Again, as was the case in the incremental labor approach, more informa-

tion may, or may not, be necessary to use this technique. If the con-

stant rate of change in labor productivity which is to be introduced is

to be estimated from past production experience, the data requirements

of model two will be applied to the relevant historical period. Or,

one might be satisfied to adopt estimates derived from other sources,

or even to exercise one's own judgment about such trends.

We Astpone, for now, an examination of the implications of

10
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asswing a fixed production relationship, or a drifting production

association, but the constraint may be severe and its relevance for

vocational-technical education planning activities is likely to be sig-

nificant. While the limitations of these techniques are severe, the

information requirements to pursue alternative approaches are more bur-

densome, as we see below

Model Five: 'Skin and Industry FrvZoyment Forecasting'

In its simplest version, this technique assumes that all substitu-

tion between the "things" inputs to production (capital) and the labor

services inputs occurs within each industry sector, however one chooses

to define industry for projection purposes; and, that substitution among

skills occurs without regard to industry. Temporarily, skill and occu-

pation are treated alike, although orcupation is normally comprised

of more than one job ,Tres multiple skills. Of course,

we know that these , ,Assumptions. In fact, supply

and demand forces, as they are manifested in technological change and

evolving skill utilization patterns, operate throughout the entire eco-

nomic fabric with greater and lesser degrees of interdependence among

individual sectors artificially designated as industries and occupa-

tions. Realism, per se, is not our objective. But, insofar as assump-

tions knowingly contradict the actual economic processes, we should at

least be sensitive to the likelihood of error being introduced.

Restating the assumptions made, we proceed as though substitution

among skills occurs uniformly across industry sectors. This means that

if we project a ten percent increase in the employment of electronic

technicians over the projection interval, this percentage increase will

be applied uniformly across all industries in which electronic techni-

cians are employed. And, our assumption of uniformly distributed

changes among occupational categories within an industry sector means

that a projected ten percent increase in automobile production during

the projection period will be manifested in an across-the-board ten

percent increase of employment in all occupations within the auto

industry sector.

Now, these may strike the reader as very unsatisfactory assumptions

because intuitively we know that they are inaccurate. Deferring the

11
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important point that accuracy should always be considered relative to

the purpose at hand and not as an absolute, let us examine the informa-

tion requirements of this and alternative, more realistic, approaches.

As the technique has been presented it requires information on the

current level and industry/occupation mix of employment--the same

requirement as each of the previous models--as well as additional data

on projected aggregate employment by industry and projected employment

by occupation across all industries.
8

Of course, producing these

industry and occupationaly employment projections requires making a

series of assumptions about the determinants of each.

Model Six: 'Skit?. and Industry Effects'

This modification of the 'skill and industry employment forecast-

ing' technique provides, for the first time, consistency of the occupa-

tional and industry employment projections within the respective sub-

sectors, as well as with the overall prnted employment level. This

involves a sequential computation procuss, a description of which would

take us too far afield. 9
While the computational process is more com-

plex, the original information requirements are the same as for the less

restrictive 'skill and industry employment forecasting method.

Model Seven: 'One Stage Skill and Industry Effects'

This is a simplified version of model six which shortcuts the

sequential convergence of subtotals by incorporating industry coeffi-

cients which are the projected rates of growth (decline) of total

employment by industry, and skill (occupational) effect coefficients

which reflect the proportionality of projected occupation employment

totals to those which would have been projected in the absence of

allowances for an independent occupational substitution phenomenon.

This' method does not provide simultaneous satisfaction of both the

indUstry and occupational subsector constraints; but only the latter.

Models six and seven can be estimated in either of several ways:

By projecting industry and occupation employment totals and then

estimating the respective industry and occupation coefficients to be

applied to complete the industry/occupation matrix; or by estimating

the coefficients directly from a series of complete historical industry/

occupation matrices.

17
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Model Eight: 'Regression Analysis'

Given the availability of a time-series of complete industry/occu-

pation matrices, this technique conceptually allows virtually unlimited

flexibility in the choice of functional relationships. Realistically,

the nonavailability of data on derived determining factors usually

limits the.analysis to a simple regression of occupational employment

by industry on industry output and a time factor which represents a

multitude of unspecified productivity influences.

Models Versus Sources of Information

We recognize that the preceding section was unfamiliar to most

readers, and much too brief and general for others. Some may wonder

why mention has not been made of specific "projection methods" like

local area skill surveys, or the Bureau of Labor Statistics Tomorrow's

Manpower Needs industry-occupation matrix and occupational employment

surveys. So, let's pause to distinguish projection techniques from

information sources.

In the previous section we described eight models to project

employment. In this context,

[a] model of something is a representation of it designed to
incorporate those features deemed to be significant for one
or more specific purposes. In some cases such features are

directly observable... . In other cases models incorporate
more subtle features such as how the thing modeled responds

to stimuli or otherwise behaves.10

A model, then, is a statement of relationships among factors. One goal

of modelling activities is to accomplish the investigator's purpose with

as simple a representation of interrelationships as possible. Realism,

as such, is usually not a goal of the modelling process. Predictive

accuracy is frequently the major objective of a model. A major concern

is to identify beforehand the degree of precision sought, so that atten-

tion can be devoted to developing the least complex model possible which

achieves this level of accuracy.

One of the most pressing issues accompanying current investments in

employment projection activities for vocational-technical education

planning purposes is a general failure to date to decide ahead of time,

or even after the fact for that matter, what level of accuracy is

required, so that employment projections can be assessed relative to a

18
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specific target. A corollary of this failure to specify accuracy tar-

gets is a frequent resort to "gut reactions", which are necessarily

poorly informed, in favor of, or against, particular employment projec-

tion models. In the next section we hope to contribute to improving

the grounds upon which such decisions are rendered.

First, however, it is necessary to assure ourselves that the dis-

tinction between model and data source is clear. An area skill survey,

for example, is merely one way to collect information about current and

projected employment. However, a model of interacting forces which

influence employment is implicit in the way in which the projection part

of the survey is conducted. Hopefully, the underlying assumptions will

have been made explicit to the respondents; otherwise, the information

which is collected from individual establishments cannot be combined.

The BLS industry-occupation matrix is another data source, not a model.

It can be used under a wide range of alternative assumptions about the

employment process (models) to produce employment projections.

So, the individual who must choose among alternative employment

projection models may, or may not, also become enmeshed in the selection

of data sources. At least some familiarity with the availability of the

latter is necessary in order to eliminate those models which require

information which cannot bi produced. In many instances data avail-

ability is not an absolute matter* can be produced at some finite

cost. This makes the decision proL,..s more complex, because it intro-

duces comparisons of speculative costs which are difficult to assess.

Etployment Projections Versus Forecasts

Still another crucial distinction which must be drawn is that

between a conditional projection and a forecast. A conditional employ-

ment projection is in the form of an implicit "if...then" statement.

The employment projection is conditional upon the appropriateness of the

underlying assumptions. An employment forecast is a "best guess". It

is not offered conditional upon realization of the assumptions made.

It is the forecaster's informed judgment about what is expected to

occur.

The distinction made here may appear subtle to the reader, but it

is actually a major source of inappropriately directed toward

14



some modelling efforts. Some employment projections have been calcu-

lated with careful documentation of the assumptions which were made in

producing the estimates, and upon which they are therefore conditional.

However, at some poi! in the transmittal from producer to consumer

these accompanying as,.mptions have been overlooked, and thereafter the

estimates have been treated as the producer's informed best guess of the

future employment structure. When the employment estimates are then

found to diverge from actual trends, the analyst's qualifications to do

the desired job are questioned,-and "gut feelings" about the projection

technique adopted turn sour.

One method which has been tried to reduce the likelihood of misuse

of projections as forecasts is to simultaneously present several pro-

jections under clearly Itated differences in assumed economic conditions

and in ,ohal pa,,aleters, with accompanying instructions to the con-

sumer regarding the criteria to be applied in choosing one of Oese for

planning purposes.11

Summary

We have tried, in this section, to lay a foundation for examination

of the different employment projection models which are, or could be,

available for planning vocational-technical educaticr expdnditures. At

the same time, we have distinguished between severe important terms

which are frequently misused. The stage is now set to consider the

strengths and weaknesses of various employment projection techniques.

III

EMPLOYMENT PROJECTION METHODS: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

Introduction

This section makes no original contribution in assessing the pros

and cons of employment projection models. Its contribution lies in

attempting to convey enough of an understanding of the technical analy-

ses which others have conducted to increase the likelihood that admin-

istrative decisions concerning investment in employment projection

activities, and the products thereof, will be informed choices.

With few exceptions, what little scientific analysis that has been

15
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performed has been limited to rather highly specialized occupational or

industry sectors. Particularly, in the past decade attention has been

focused upon higher education,
12

the health professions,
13

the engineer-

ing and scientific community,
14

and developing countries.
15

One major

stumbling block appears to have been naive attempts to introduce such

techniques into vocational-technical education planning with little

attention being paid to institutional differences in the respective

sectors of application.

Of three popular manpower planninn
if

sot w OCularl, rate of

return, and manpower requirements--the latter has cdrly swept *le

tield to date. The social demand approach proposes attuning educational

offerings to constituent preferences, which requires assumptions that

such preferences are well-informed and signaled in a way which results

in an equitable distribution of educational opportunity. In fact, as

public enthusiasm for the efficacy of education as a vehicle for eco-

nomic mobility wanes, and as professional examination fosters skepticism

that institutional skill acquisition is the primary determinant of eco-

nomic opportunity,
17

there is accumulating evidence that educational

administrators are indeed becoming more sensitive to student demands.

But, are these informed demands? If they are informed by relative

earnings potential, and if we make certain assumptions about what

earnings reflect, this method folds into the rate of return approach

which bases allocative decisions on relative cost-benefit criteria.

We will return to examine this approach.

The manpower requirements approach assumes just that--that there

are identifiable requirements for labor services which can be derived

from judgments about the structure of production and that these can be

translated into educational requirements, which in turn can be treated

as targets for educational activities.

The Manpower Requirements Approach

The simplest requirements approach is model two in the preceding

section, the 'fixed co-efficient production function technique. This

approach only requires a description of the current employment structure

and the projected pattern of production. From these data one can derive

a quantitative estimate of the differences, plus and minus, between the

16
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current employment structure and the projected target employment struc-

ture. Recall, though, that this model assumes no change in labor r

ductivity over the projection

among types of workers, or

(capital).

' no i sibility of substi,

/ices and "things" inm

Hollister
18

states the proLlems Jist Ly sideration of the sim-

ple requirements, or 'fixed coefficient production function approach in

the following way:

There are two major questions: (1) is the impact of manpower
requirements on the educational system quantitatively signifi-
cant enough to justify the considerable effort involved in
making detailed estimates of requirements? (2) if the answer
to (1) is yes, are present methods so inaccurate that, for all
practical purposes, requirements cannot be estimated? Further
questions spring from (2) concerning the possible sources of
weakness in present forecasting methods:

1. Are occupational-input coefficients (the number of
workers in a certain occupation per unit of output)
at a given point in time fixed, or are they variable,
and what difference would it make if they are in fact
variable? This is the so-called 'substitution
problem'.

2. To what extent do uncertainties about changes in pro-
ductivity (changes in output per man due to changes
in technology) affect estimates of manpower require-
ments?

3. To what degree must the economic structure and the
labour force be disaggregated (e.g. into economic
sectors, industries, firms, broad skill groups, or
detailed occupation categories) if reliable esti-
mates are to be made?

4. How serious is our ignorance of the exact relation-
ship between a given occupation and the educational
background 'required' for it and what difference does
this ignorance make to the usefulness of educational
targets derived from estimates of manpower require-
ments?

Of course, since enactment of the 1968 Amendments to the Vocational

Education Act of 1963, federal approval and funding of a State Voca-

tional Education Plan has been conditioned upon inclusion of estimates

of future employment by curricular program area. The answer to

Hollister's first question is therefore a qualified "yes", but this

leaves undefined what is meant by "...considerable effort involved in

making detailed estimates of requirements."

17
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Over a decade ago, Herbert Parnes19 asked "[i]sn't it a dangerous

delusion . . to pretend that we can answer questions like these with

confidence?" He then proceeded to note that once having decided that

specific skill development in preparation for employment is an educa-

tional goal, there is no longer an option to project employment or not;

the only option is whether to do this explicitly in a scientific manner,

or implicitly by happenstance. And, Parnes continued, projection of

manpower requirements is a technological exercise, not an economic

undertaking. This brings us back to a point made in the introductory

section. It is not demand that is being projected. Once the structure

of future production is projected, using one of the eight models

described in Section II, the labor services requirements to produce that

pattern of goods and services are determined. This is a conditional

determination, dependent upon the particular assumptions of the model

adopted. There is no explicit consideration of the interaction of

supply and demand forces, and no statement of the behavioral responses

of the economic actors. The most rudimentary requirements projection

method simply asserts "if this is what you want, or expect, to produce

in time period t, then here are the skill (occupational) requirements

to get the job done, assuming no change in labor productivity and no

substitution among skills."

Pause to consider for a moment how an economy with these charac-

teristics would function. Since we have said nothing about the avail-

ability of individuals with the required skills, beyond presumed know-

ledge of the distribution of the currently employed, let us assume that

the labor force is transformed in some unspecified way to exactly match

the projected labor services requirement structure. Then, any deviation

of the actual development of production from the projected structure

would be impossible, since the required skills for a different struc-

ture would not be available. Such a rigid characterization is clearly

unrealistic. Is this characterization a useful approximation, though?

The assumption of zero substitutability may be unrealistic, yet still

be functional for planning purposes relative to available alternative

assumptions. What alternative assumption is available?

4.4
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The Rate of Return Approach

A polar extreme would be to assume infinite substitutability amnng

skills. This premise would provide a basis for computing internal rates

of return
20

for educational programs one wishes to compare. These rates

of return could then be used to guide the development of vocational-

technical eduation programs. Quite apart from the sequence of assump-

tions that is required to produce an internal rate of return calcula-

tion (e.2., earnings-productivity relationships), and bypassing exami-

nation of the appropriateness of choosing among educational programs

based upon this criterion, this approach produces no target number of

people to be trained in various skills to equalize their rates of re-

turn. If a skill area has an unusually high payoff (high internal rate

of return relative to alternative programs) then it is an obvious can-

didate for expansion, but by how much? The rate of return technique

provides no guidance in this regard, without engaging in constant recom-

putation to identify convergence of the relative attractiveness of this

investment with others.

Comparing the 'Manpower Requirements' and 'Rate of Return' Approaches

The requirements approach identifies specific numbers of persons

with designated skills that will be required to produce a given output.

If this output mix is to be feasible, then the skill requirements must

be met. No consideration is given to market adjustment mechanisms; or

if such forces are considered, they are assumed to exhibit zero, or

nearly zero, influence.

The rate of return approach assumes that the economy will absorb

people regardless of their embodied skills. Substitution among skills

in production is assumed to be unlimited. The important issue then is

comparative benefits and costs of training programs.

It is apparent that a major difference between these two approaches

is their respective assumptions about substitution possibilities in

production. What can be said about this matter? Very little, without

digressing into technical issues which would take us far beyond our

intended scope of coverage. This analytical area is fraught with dan-

gers for the layperson. As one might have anticipated, the limited

available evidence is supportive of neither polar extreme.
21

For
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present purposes, two observations about our understanding of these

substitution phenomena can be made. First, because of data avail-

ability, the most precise estimates cover only the manufacturing sec-

tor. And second, the degree of aggregation of occupational categories

has been so great that very limited information about refined skill

substitution phenomena is gained. In other words, we are thrown back

to our "gut reactions" to a large extent in deciding whether the

requirements assumption of no substitution is acceptable. It is in

this context that an understanding of labor market concepts will con-

tribute to a more informed judgment.

IV

TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF LABOR MARKET CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES

Introduction

We have distinguished between demand and employment which is an

outcome of interacting supply and demar, forces.
22

We have also

identified the requirements technique as a technological approach

which implicitly assumes an absence of any labor market adjustments.

We now turn to an explicit consideration of the shortage concept, and

then examine Hansen's
23 five-way classification of employment projec-

tion efforts. This will, in turn, provide a basis upon which to con-

sider how skills are developed.

The 'Shortage' Concept24

What does a reported shortage of registered nurses mean to you?

Does it mean the same thing as a shortage of physicians in rural areas,

or a shortage of good teachers in inner-city schools?

Consider the following definitions of shortage. First, one might

appeal to relative incomes and define a shortage to exist if the num-

ber of qualified persons offering their services increase less rapidly

than the number demanded at recently observed salary levels. Under

such conditions rising relative earnings should be observed if earnings

are accepted as an accurate signal of labor market imbalance.

Second, we might adopt the rate of return criterion and define a

shortage as existing whenever the rate of return in an occupation is

20
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higher than in other occupations, or if it has been rising relative to

others.

Note that the first definition above does not take the cost of

skill acquisition into account at all in designating the existence of

a shortage. The second definition does consider costs, but there is

no explicit link between this concept and the existence of job-

vacancies.

A third concept, which has been called a dynamic shortage to

characterize its temporary nature, has been applied when relative

earnings are temporarily too low to immediately clear the market for a

particular skill. We will see that this type of shorta9e may be of

particular importance for vocational-technical education planning

activities because it implies that adjustments are underway to achieve

balance in the market, but that these adjustments occur with some

lapse in response time.

A fourth shortage concept which has been very popular in the

exami.l.tion of markets for health occupations includes all social

demands, not just effective demands. Recall that effective demand is

backed up by a willingness and an ability to employ qualified appli-

cants up to a designated number at the stated compensation level.

Social demand includes a stated preference, or need, for some number

of qualified persons, but not necessarily accompanied bY a willingness

or ability to employ. The suppl y shortfall in this type of calculation

might never be extinguishable because of continuing adjustments in the

concept of social 'need'. The physician shortage concept illustrates

this case. There are varying opinions as to what the proper physician/

population ratio should be, and whether it should be the same in rural

and ict,an areas. This ratio currently varies widely among countries,

and a,r,ng areas within a given country. By applying a single high

physician/population ratio observed in one area, one can create an

impression that there are shortages in all other areas which exhibit

lower ratios. But, there may be few or no existing or forecast job-

vacancies (effective demand minus the currently employed) in these

areas. Would newly emerging physicians be absorbed into these rural

sectors to reduce the asserted imbalance in physician/population ratios?

Not without some reallocation of effective demand to these areas, i.e.,
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a desire to employ coupled with an ability to pay the requisite salary.

Of course, what has occurred in recent years is that most medical

school graduates have entered pra:tice in metropolitan areas where

presumably their presence has reduced the earnings potential of their

predecessors below what it would have been otherwise, while at the

same time increasing the interregional disparity in physician/popula-

tion ratios.25

A fifth shortage concept introduces the cost of acquiring labor

market information. The number of qualified applicants may fall short

of effective demand only because of information imperfections.

Increased expenditure on recruitment of already qualified persons who

are not currently employed would contribute to a reduction of this

type of shortage.

A sixth concept involves interdependencies and rigidities in rela-

tive earnings, so that necessary market adjustments cannot occur, or

occur with long lags. As we note in the next section, this may in fact

be one of the most important causes of long-term imbalances in some

markets.

A seventh shortage concept assumes that the availability of quali-

fied persons is very inflexible, particularly over a short time-span.

This inflexibility may be associated with the time necessary to produce

the necessary qualifications, or with barriers to entry into the occupa-

tion or into the training pipeline prior to job-entry. In these

instances, even rapidly rising relative earnings may not alleviate an

imbalance, at least not quickly.

An eighth shortage concept takes account of the possibility that

the stated job qualifications may be absolutely fixed in quantity, in

which case observed market imbalance, as measured by any of the pre-

ceding indices, should evoke no response other than to perhaps advise

the actors in the marketplace of the situation; i.e., reduce the

existing information imperfection.

And finally, a ninth shortage concept is adopted by those individ-

uals or groups which simply assert that our priorities are misguided

and that we need more people with skill x. This notion is similar to

that described as the fourth concept above (social demand).

The reader must realize by now that the concept of a skill

4"..7
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shortage is very vague in its common usage. Unfortunately, there is

yet another major source of ambiguity; what is meant by "projected job

openings"?

Projected 'Job Openings'

A projected job opening is not the same as a job vacancy. On the

one hand, a job vacancy exists only if an employer is willing and

actively seeking to hire. Projected job openings, on the other hand,

involve one or more of the following five concepts distinguished by

W. Lee Hansen26:

1. Requirements--reflects replacement and growth (plus or

minus) 'needs over a specified time-span, based on

assumptions about the level and mix of economic activity,

technological phenomena, the availability of qualified

persons to meet the expressed 'need', and stability of

the institutional structure. Replacement typically only

accounts for deaths, retirements and other permanent

withdrawals from participation. Not included is job

turnover among continuing labor force participants, which

is the source of most job vacancies, as we noted in the

introductory section.

2. Availables--represents the projected number of applicants

who will be available to fill the requirements estimated

in 1. above. Again, assumptions are made about the forces

which impinge on the decision to acquire skills and offer

labor services iR the market. Knowledge of the forces

wh:ch determined current supply patterns is useful in

projecting future availability.

3. Outcomes--is the difference between 1. and 2. above

(requirements minus availables). This is, in a sense, a

measure of the unmet requirements (shortfall or surplus)

allowing for no feedback effects based on an awareness

of this gap. Many educational administrators are using

a version of this concept to meet their reporting require-
.

ment to consider manpower criteria.

4. Outcomes With Responses--is a much more appropriate con-

cept tu adopt for administrative planning purposes, but
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one that is far more difficult to estimate. This concept

takes into account the expected responses outside ones own

domain to awareness of the original outcomes projections.

Since assumptions about supply and demand conditions were

incorporated in the calculation of requirements and avail-

ables, it is now necessary to correct for disparities

between the assumptions made and the projected situation.

How will the respective actors behave in the face of new

information about a projected surplus or shortfall of

availables relative to requirements?

5. Actuals--refers to a reconciliation of outcomes with

responses. Given the projected relationship of require-

ments and availables after the feedback effects of knowing

what would occur outside ones own domain in the absence of

any response have been considered, it is finally appropriate

to define the role of ones own administrative responsibility.

What "piece of the action" is to be accepted as the projected

participation of your unit?

Enthusiasm for the simplicity of this sequence should already be

tempered by the many complexities examined in previous pages, but lest

the reader conclude that calculation of outcomes with responses is

straightforward, we state unequivocally that it is not an easy under-

taking. For example, what responses are at issue?

Sources of Market Adjustment

Our purpose here is to illustrate the variety of sources of re-

sporscPs to labor market conditions which might occur. Assume, for

example, that the estimate of 'outcomes for a given situation reflects

an inadequate number of availables to meet the projected requirements.

What actions might be taken to correct this apparent imbalance?

1. Institutional training--provided at public and/or private

expense. Anticipation of one sector's willingness to bear

the costs of training would presumably influence the enthu-

siasm of the other sector's actors to participate in the

financing of training.
27

2. On-the-job-training--provided at public and/or private

expense. As in the case of 1. above, public and private
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sources of support may be considered as substitutes.

Required matching contributions are an exception.

3. Relocation of production or applicants--an imbalance in

the projected availability of qualified applicants might

be corrected by physical movement of the production activ-

ity to a location with more satisfactory labor market con-

ditions. Alternatively, relocation of applicants to the

current site of production cluld be subsidized.

4. Change in the rate, or mix, of production--if the rate of

flow of output ca;. be varied, and if the nature of the

product or service forthcoming can be altered, new options

become available to adapt production to labor force avail-

ability.

5. Change in the method of production--distinct from altering

what is produced and when it is produced, consideration can

be given to how production is carried out. The economist's

notion of a production function is relevant here. What

alternative mixes of inputs will result in a given level of

output? Once substitution possibilities among factors are

considered, a variety of new options may appear. Or, it may

be discovered that the type of labor which is projected to

be in short supply is a critical input for which there are

no available substitutes. Consideration of factor substitu-

tion involves both intra-factor and inter-factor possibili-

ties. Can a job be decomposed into several parts each of

which requires fewer skills, so that less-skilled labor can

be substituted for more-skilled labor? This is an intra-

factor comparison. Or, can a labor input be replaced by an

electro-mechanical device? This is an inter-factor comparison.

6. Investment in recruitment--again at public and/or private

expense. Taxpayer support of a public employment service

exemplifies the former, and expanded company personnel opera-

tions illustrate the latter. In part, recruitment expenses

can substitute for other adaptive actions mentioned above.

7. Change in wages--where 'wages is intended to encompass all

aspects of compensation including working conditions. Market
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wages can be sup,. err.:pd, Jr altered in real value through

tax treatmert. or er ,:,.mlished through legislative

action.

What should be cle,Ir f-ov , illustrative listing of possible

responses to projected imbalances is that estimation of 'outcomes with

responses is difficult. The planning task confronting the administra-

tor of any single channel of skill augmentation or other market adapta-

tion is also complex. Will a projected net imbalance prove illusory

because of unforeseen adjustments from other sectors?

Note too, the consistency with which public and/or private sources

of support for a particular adjustment process were mentioned. The

interdependence of decisions in the two sectors is of considerable im-

portance.

Internal and External Labor Markets

Having mastered the distinctions between demand and employment, a

projection and a forecast, a job vacancy and a projected job opening,

and the concept of a shortage, we now add what is perhaps the most

important concept of all for planning vocational-technical education

curricula--the distinction between intertal and external labor markets.
28

While there are examples of structureless labor markets, e.g.

parts of the seasonal harvest labor market and casual labor "shape-ups",

most markets are characterized by a number of institutional impediments

to the rapid adjustment of supply and demand forces which are assumed

in formulations of competitive market processes.29 One of these

institutional impediments is the existence of limited ports-of-entry

into employment for a given firm. This ports-of-entry concept is of

great importance for vocational-technical educators. All jobs in our

economy are not open to every bidder, or even to every "qualified"

bidder in the normal use of that term. Many jobs are only open through

internal promotion or transfer. There are many reasons why the internaZ

Zabor market arises to close off competitive bidding from the externaZ

labor market.
30

Ports-of-entry from the external market into the inter-

nal market exist in many different patterns, but they are concentrated

at lower levels from which one may be able to advance through-the inter-

nal occupational hierarchy. Much--many experts say most--skill develop-

ment necessarily takes place within this internal market because of task-
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specific and establishment-specific characteristics of jobs. Williamson

et al.,
3.1

for instance, emphasize four idiosyncrasies which require

learning-by-doing; i.e., learning through joint on-the-job training and

production. First, equipment idiosyncrasies are cited which are asso-

ciated with common but incompletely standardized machinery, tools, etc.

Second, process idiosyncrasies are distinguished which flow from the

operating production context itself. Third, informal team accomodations

are identified stressing performance interdependencies among the group.

And fourth, communication idiosyncrasies are noted which can only be

learned through on-the-job experience. The more important these

employer specific peculiarities are, the less prior preparation can be

accomplished in an external institutional education setting.

Up to this point we have emphasized a partial inability to offer

idiosyncratic training in other than an on-the-job setting. If the

trainee would be expected to be allowed to compete for the trainer's job

at the completion of the learning process, there may also be an

unw-1.11ingness to train. Presumably, this disincentive would operate

less strongly in the institutional setting than on-the-job. "The suc-

cess of on-the-job training is plainly conditional on the information

disclosure attitudes of incumbent employees . . .. The danger is that

incumbent employees will hoard information to their personal advantage
.32

. . Fully qualified competitors are a threat to the job security

and/or earnings potential of incumbents, Would you teach someone

"everything you know" about your job unless you had some guarantee that

they would not then turn around and bid for your job?
33

The presence of internal labor markets is important in our con-

sideration of occupational employment projection activities because

the structure of internal labor markets simultaneously determines, and

is determined by, in part, pre-employment educational requirements. At

the same time, internal labor market considerations are important in

understanding employment turnover levels and structure.
34

What is

meant by the concept of an educational requirement for employment?

Educational 'Requiremente135

Most planning of vocational-technical education prOgrams is

premised on the existence of well-defined and stable skill requirements

which are known with varying degrees of precision; skills which can be
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produced in classroom or work station settings. While there is little

doubt that there are specific cognitive skills which can be learned in

an institutional setting, there is substantial controversy about their

necessity and stability in production processes. Are they requirements?

This is really a two-part question. First, is the production process

itself rigid; i.e., is the 'fixed coefficient production function' model

in Section II an accurate descrir- on of significant sectors of the

economy? And second, is the pre:employment development of specific

skills a necessary criterion to tae hired?

There is a voluminous literature which examines the contribution

of education to productivity, 6 and a developing literature which

challenges this orthodoxy.
37

It matters very much whether education's

major contribution is direct enhancement of productivity, or a screening

of potential productivity. One would not necessarily expect an optimal

education technique which imparts direct productivity development to

also be optimal in performing screening functions.
38 An understanding

of which of these roles best characterizes vocational-technical educa-

tion activities is dependent, in part, on our understanding of the

purpose(s) and structure of occupational classification systems.

Occupational Classification

A former Secretary of Labor, and a former Assistant Commissioner

for Manpower and Employment Statistics in the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

have recently concluded that

[e]xperience makes it clear that any effective projection
of future ;,mployment prospects in particular occupations
depends on the development of occupational employment
information on an industry-by:industry basis

It would speed up the obtaining of current occupational
employment statistics if there were a standard occupational
classification sAAem understood and used in industry and
government alike.'"

An occupation is comprised of a number of jobs, each of which is

composed of a unique set of tasks or skills. Many people assume, mis

takenly, that the purpose of any occupational classification system is

to establish-Within-occupation"hompmeneity-with

required in the performance of the included jobs. This is:A false

impression, as Scoville's
40 quote from Alba Edwards indiostes with
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reference to the U.S. Census of Population occupational categories:

In the analysis of many of the problems which concern workers
as people . . . there is, and long has been, a real need for
statistics showing in summary form an occupational distribu-
tion (If the nation's labor force--a need for statistics that
cut across industry lines and bring together into one occupa-
tionally homogeneous group aZZ of the workers heiorging to
7:he 7e econorr,:s c7ass, hut with 7inor recap...? to ti:e

scaurut::c-,:s [johs] theu pursue or to the particular part of
the industrial field in which they work.

In fact, each classification system has been designed for a spe-

cific purpose, or set of purposes, and subsequent adoption for other

uses will almost certainly involve interpretation problems which were

not anticipated earlier. As we stated in the introductory section,

within-group occupational homogeneity is only meaningful in terms of

some criterion or purpose. 41
No occupational classification source has

been designed to fulfill the need for planning skill-training curric-

ula,
42

although conversions of existing classification systems to inter-

face with vocational-technical education program codes have been pub-

1 ished.
43

In case the importance of occupational classification is still

unclear, consider the following questions. Graduates of which skill-

training programs have the highest "training-related" placemer.t rates?

What ccscupations exhibit poor retention rates of new hires, and what

are the reasons-for exit? What can we learn from occupational mobility
44

patterns which night be of interest for educational planning purposes?

Can you answer any of these questions without careful consideration of

what occuratir means?

Supply ,,:77ent-
45

Mary 2 the concepts already examined are relevant here too.

Individ:Jal-- must be classified on the basis cf whatever criteria are

deemed meri7inent to the use(z) which will be mode of the data. For some

purposeemeasurement of the number of .-ner=s who have achieved a

designa,,threshold of perfmrmance rna sifice. But, as we have noted,

performeTnE may itself be a team concemt a specific employment

settint:. :Atd, are we to inTerpret mrffir standards_narrowly_ifl_

tromte crtodk.,ct,z.m enginee-Ing, or are emmlr'yer hiring criteria to be

cflS:re: f n, criteria--tors or projected future
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hiring standards? For other purposes, the supply measure should signify

availability as well as qualification. Since availability is condi-

tional upon the meeting of certain conditions, we must then either

assume a single set of conditions to which availability estimates will

be tied, or set forth alternative circumstances with accompanying supply

measures.

Assuming these definitional problems have been surmounted, two

issues remain unresolved. First, since skill augmentation occurs in

both the public and private sectors and in on-the-job and institutional

settings, the extent of measurement coverage must be consideret expli-

citly. What are the pros and cons of including or excluding each possi

ble soumce of suppl0- And second, where will the line be drawn between

formal Irainffng as the sole process and learning as the only output,

and informal learning which occurs as part of a joint production-

training process? For many educational planning purposes, answering

this question is a crucial prerequisite to comparing 'requirements and

'availables'. Of course, the farther one moves along the continuum

toward informal joint learning and production, the greater is the dif-

ficulty of measurement of skill development.

Summari,

This section represents an attempt to imbed the administrative use

of occupational employment projections in a more informed context of

labor market processes. We have shown that the concept of shortage is

far from precise and means different things to different people. While

immediate job-placements depend onithe existence of job-vacancies,

educational nlanning must consider trojected job-op?nings; a wholly

different conc,.ut largely unrelate,::, to current willingness and ability

to hire. And, adopting '-kinsen's clssification, we have distinguished

among projected requirc-zer-.7s, ava:Nes, outcones, outcones with

responses, and actuaic. Each concett has different implications for

educational pl..tirrtng. Then, a number of sources of adjustment to per-

ceived market imbalance were descrtted, since the multiplicity of

responses is a major source of rumplexity for administrative action in

--anyOne sector. 'Next; -the-norritdrricrf an ii7rterrat-labor market-was- intro--

duced to account for the maitv tnstitutional restraints educators encoun-

ter in attemptinc to meet '4:27,77,,amint 'shortages'. This led
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logically to a treatment of the education:1-Z requirements issue, since

we have a very limited understanding of what 'requirements are really

rigid and stable over time, and which are malleable or subject to sea-

sonal or cyclical fluctuation. Al- of this presumes some definition of

occupationQZ classificQtion, so this issue was raised emplicitly.

Finally, supply measurement was introduced, since most of the previous

concepts apply in this area too.

What remins now is to integrate the tisparate concepts introduced

up to this point into a useful guide For atministrative decision-making

in the vocational-technical education sector. Is the use of occupa-

tional employment projections for planninn: purposes truly a mission

impossible?

V

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING USES OF U;i5OR MARKET CONCEPTS

Introduction

The U.S. Department of Labor continues to devote considerable

effort to meeting its perception of the needs of vocational-technical

education administrators for occupational mmmlnyment projection ,-1-Forma-

tion.
46

The limits of DOL-BLS success ane characterized by Wirtz :and

Goldstein as follows:

Taking particular note of the non-ute by federal and _state
vocational education officials of the Department of .':,abor
information, the GAO report [What Is, rhie Role of Fe*ral
Assistance for Vocational-Edual3F17:77 Regart to the Congress
by the Comptroller General of the Unttod '-ib:ates, December

1974] attributes this to lack of comumication, lact..cof
interest in planning:an the basis of-mammgmer reeds,and
inadequate attention to vocational smin-o.ttes wmrk earerience,
,and job placement on tte part of votatT'cnal enmcatmrs:47

In this final section we explain why calmornication7=rob1ems-might

be expected to persist, and why a lack of tranamst in chltatininronr-the

basis of manpower needt 4s exhibited_ rthrozatIng

to the question posed in the title:of this -esety.

Communz;.F01;43.41.!s

We begin with the following observation oh. organizational decision-

making:



For even moderately complex problems . . . the entire decision
trees cannot be generated. There are several reasons why this
is so: one is the size of the tree. The number of alternative
paths in complex decision problems is very large . . .. A

second reason is that in most decision situations, unlike
chess, neither the alternative paths nor a rule for generating
them is available . . . A third reason is the problem of esti-
mating consequences . . . For many problems, consequences of
alternatives are difficult, if not impossible to estimate.
The comprehensive decision model is not feasible for most
interesting decision problems.48

Many analysts of educational planning processes seemingly ignore these

attributes of the administrative environment.
49

Indeed, one author

asserts that "[t]he writer purposely has not dwelt at length on the

many aspects of resistance to change, chiefly because of an inherent

belief that, if properly motivated and assisted, people have a strong

propensity to change, to become committed to providing opportunities
"

for a better education for all persons.
50

But, how can "proper motiva-

tion and assistance" happen without inquiry into reasons for resistance

to change? Such rhetoric contributes nothing to our search for answers.

The thesis to be developed in the following pages is premised on

_aontradictions which arise from the coexistence of laissez faire and

interventionist attitudes and actions. Coupled with these contradic-

tions are nonsymmetrical administrative incentives and disincentives

associated with being 'right or 'wrong' in tying educational structure

to prcjected employment opportunity. One source of this asymmetry is

varyimg behavior of constituent groups in the respective circumstances.

Under such conditions, it is quite rational for an informed administra-

tor who is quite aware of forecast skill requirements to act in ways

which belie such knowledge. The apparent communication weaknesses may,

then, be a functional manifestation of the institutional context within

which educational activities transpire.

Extraordinary efforts are currently underway to reduce the perceived

communications gap between producers and consumers of occupational

employment information.
51 A major problem with virtually every attempt

which has been made to determine information 'needs' is that no attempt

is made to ascertain effective demand, i.e. need signalled by a willing-

ness-and abi-lity to pay for the information. One reason for continuing

inaction is that 'wish lists' cannot be translated into action without
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the wherewithal to pay for the information services to be rendered.

We must recognize that, despite cooperative agreements between the U.S.

Department of Labor and HEW, and not withstanding on-going liaison

activities among federal agencies, the prz:Jiary concern of the Division

of Manpower and Occupational Outlook in the Bureau of Labor Stat4stics

is presumabl Y to meet Department of Labor Information needs. But there

are more fundamental reasons for the appearance of a communications

problem, reasons which are grounded in what Williamson et al. refer to

as the difference between Tzrfu-,::.tc,* and conste-r-c:s cooperation.52

And this behavioral difference is inextricably intertwined with the

politics of educational planning, to which we now turn.

The Politics of Fducationa/ Ptar:n7:ng

It would be enlightening to examine here the origins and current

structure of the vocational-technical education system in the United

States, but this is beyond our present purview. The rationale for

undertaking such an inquiry would be to document the evolution of a

modified Zaisses faiPe education establishment. In the absence of this

historical information, we must simply assert that the domain of control

of any administrative level in vocational-technical education reflects

the interacting forces of decentralized decision-making and a federal

Breneman concludes that, "[s]ince we rely on decentralizedpresence.
53

decision-making and allocation procedures, it is surely sensible to know

as much as possible about the working of those procedures, including

their limitations."
54 One difficulty in the federal, and state, pres-

ence is that planning sometimes constitutes a threat to the existing

educational establishment But,

[t]he threat which planning makes to one's frredom of action can
be minimised by controlling or participating !n the formulation
of the plan The real problem of educational planning
so far has been that it has been carried out mainly by . . .

supporting staff . . . rather than being a central concern of
the principals.55

The significance of this is that.educational planners might well heed

George Bernard Shaw's paraphrase of the Golden Rule, "Do not do unto

others as you would wish them to do unto you. They may have different
"

tastes.
56

It-is-in this context that-the distinction between per-

functory and consummate cooperation is relevant.
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Perfunctory verformance involves cooperation in accordance with

minimally acceptable standards. "Megal authority does not and cannot

command the employee's willingness to devote his ingenuity and energy to

performing his tasks to the best of his ability.
.57 Consummate perfor-

mance involves contributing in a fully functional, instrumental manner.

The lack of interest in educational planning that the General Accounting

Office report alludes to is a manifestation of perfunctory cooperation.

Consummate performance, as the GAO sees it, is couched in terms of

" . . as you would wish them to do unto you." The failure to achieve

this level of performance is attributed, in part, to communication gaps.

Perhaps so, but the search for causes thus far appears to be largely

misguided. St3

Consider the following scenario. Administrators of local education

agencies have multiple constituencies--students (past, present and

future), parents of students (also past, present and future), taxpayers,

school teachers and staff, and local area employers, among others.

These are the immediate 'principals', the actors in the local education-

employment process. (This effectively ignores the mobility phenomenon

which sees many students exit from this local scene to establish careers,

only to be replaced neny times by outsiders who are educated elsewhere

and then enter the local scene to accept employment.) These are the

principals because they have the most direct stakes in the local edu-

cator's administrative actions. The local employer who has been suc-

cessful in the past in transferring some training expenses from his

establishment to the taxpayers-at-large will, of course, oppose adminis-

trative proposals which threaten such an arrangement. Parents of past

graduates, and the former students themselves, will respond to adminis-

trative action to a degree which depends, in part, on their own employ-

ment experiences. Taxpayers and parents of future students seek

reassurance that the schools are contributing to the individual and

collective economic well-being of the citizens in the community. The

teachers and staff members seek job-security and their own economic well-

being. The present complement of teachers is characterized by certain

capabilities, as is the existing physical plant. This introduces a

major impediment to any attempt to meet what we have called idiosyn-

cratic training requirements. And the administrator? He or she must be
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responsive in varying degrees to each of these groups which seeks to

promote its own self-interest. There must be a quid pre quo. I (the

administrator) will offer training program to prepare carpenters if

you (the local employing community) will hire the graduates. A part of

Ihe cor'xractors trainimc ef.l.oe.0-ses is absorbed by taxpayers in return

for nlch some local yos able to establish carpentry careers.

low, introduce the state planner, who says "we also need

a q: 1:vc q:er,. We (the Department of Education) must convince

the .:.igislature that their ':,--.astment of taxpayers' dollars in voca-

tionaT-technical educatior 71 .,ell-conceived." State financial support

of vadational-technicel ennbaion activities represents varying propor-

tions of total local educatt7n agency budgets, which translates into

varying amounts of politifa!, .and administrative clout in accomplishing

statewide educational' goal. The territorial imperative in education is

strong, and belief ir the i-rneFhent goodness of the citizenry is unlikely

to be effective in the absar:e of the mutual benefit from cooperation

element.

What role co labor maret considerations play in state-level edu-

cational administration? We :4tow that the state economy is less "open"

than that of each locai school district, so entry and exit mobility is

conceived differently at the state level than at the local level; not

because the respective admintrators necessarily differ in their aware-

ness of such movement:-: or even because they seek different educational

objectives, but becal:ae they must respond to different manifestations of

the same basic phenumamon and because they are beholden to different

constituencies. Whal labor-market evidence would you convey to legis-

lators in an attempt rm increase the state allocation to vocational-

technical education? A typical strategy is to cite projected 'require-

ments', i.e. the prcjected skill 'needs' of the state economy some years

hence. Why isn't 'cutcomes' or 'outcomes with responses' information

presented, with accdmpamyingdata on the state educationsystem's pro-

posed role in allevtatfng projected imbalances? Because the necessary

'availables' and reapomse calculations are not known. Why, then, isn't

a major effort launched to obtain such information, a La the Wirtz-
. .

Goldstein recommendations? Because there is no offzld pro quo. The

'requirements' measure is ideal from the state education agency's
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standpoint, because it ignores both projected availability of qualified

persons to meet these requirements and responses which might occur to

diminish, or even eliminate any projected shortfall. Who, then, does

have a self-interest in presenting the legislature with routcomes with

responses' projections? Proprietary training institutions should, to

the extent that they are competing with public sector schools to meet

employer demands for preemployment skill embodiment. If they can con-

vince the legislature that they (the proprietary schools) can meet the

projected 'need', they should expect to be rewarded by legislative dis-

interest in supporting their competitors (the public schools). The

quid pro quo here is obvious; the legislature can now allocate more money

elsewhere. This adversary relationship reveals another source of fric-

tion between state and local educational planning. The local area

territorial imperative is manifested in a local education agency's

desire to hoard information about forecast skill requirements. Wide-

spread dissemination of such information by the state agency would be

expected to lead to a more rapid correction of market imbalances, there-

by lessening the stability of curricular planning.

Finally, when the federal dollar and accompanying regulations and

reporting requirements are introduced, we merely increase the complexity

of the forces already discussed. The lesser degree of "openness" at the

federal level than at the state or local level, and associated mobility

considerations; the importance of the committee structure of Congress

and the continual inertia for change; and, the adversary relationship

between the public and private sectors, are all reflected in the behav-

ior of the supporting staff on behalf of the principals.

We conclude from this that there is a need to eschew reliance on

beliefs in inherent good intentions, to end repetitive appeals for

improved communication, and to halt the stream of recommendations to

collect more or better information on this and that aspect of our lives.

The actors behave as they do because it is in their self-interest to do

so, given the institutional context in which they operate. Given the

rules of the game, everyone plays to win. There are information imper-

fections which result in educational outcomes which most of us would

agree are undesirable. But, some participants prefer the present situa-

tion because they are benefiting from it relative to perceived
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alternative circumstances. And these actors will attempt to maintain

the status quo. If "most of us" have control of the situation, several

options are open. We can mandate a change, which requires confidence

that "we" can dominate "them" and regulate subsequent action to assure

compliance. Or, we can buy a change by offering to ccmpensate those

who stand to be less well off after the change. The former mandating

action changes the rules of the game, and counts on or coerces a

desirable response to the new rules. The latter compensating action is

merely a more direct route to the same end; one that becomes more

attractive as one's superiority of control diminishes.

Returning to the asymmetry between potential rewards to action and

anticipated losses from a failure to act, we can now see that virtually

no one in an administrative role in the vocational-technical education

sector has a strong incentive to contribute consummate performance in

using Department of Labor, or anyone elses, employment projections.

There is no quid pro quo. Professional educators and associated staffs

and physical plants are already arrayed across the country. Any incon-

sistency between employment projections and the range of preferred capa-

bilities of these resources will evoke adoption of a defensive self-

serving posture, just as it would in any other part of the pubZic or

private sectors. Evidence of this asymmetry phenomenon is seen in the

administrative enthusiasm expressed about projected newly emerging or

rapidly expanding employment opportunities, versus the hostility gen-

erated toward evidence of projected decline of opportunity or current

abundance of qualified persons.

Isn't this conclusion inconsistent with Parnes' observation quoted

earlier, that once having decided that specific skill development in

preparation for employment is an educational goal, there is no longer

an option to project employment or not? No, because while specific

skill development is an educational goal, we are not well informed about

'ple connection between this educational activity and subsequent employ-

ment activity; and besides, self-preservation within the educational

system is also a motivating force.
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VI

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE?

Introduction

It should be apparent by now what answer will be forthcoming to

this question about the possibility of the assigned mission. We know

from observation that the transmitter is operating because we have

reams of computer printouts with employment projection information of

many types. We also know the receiver is functioning because we see

the numbers from the computer printouts showing up in the planning docu-

ments of the education agencies. This surface manifestation of a

successful transmittal from information producer to information consumer

is confounded by evidence that generally only intermediate consumption

occurs. Just as ruminating animals bring up a cud from the first

stomach to be chewed again, what is really sought in vocational-techni-

cal education planning is a cud; a "second chewing" of information which

is currently stored in planning documents, to nourish the administration

of educational processes.

The Quest For A Vocational-Technical Educators' Cud

Why should an administrator of vocational-technical education

resources use employment projection information? If you can answer that,

ask yourself why more administrators of vocational-technical education

resources don't do so. I think the answer lies in the politics of edu-

cational planning and administration--in the absence of the necessary

quid pro quo.

Why aren't educators more precise in stating what they need in the

way of employment projections that they aren't now getting? Because

precision of definition is threatening, and therefore of relatively low

priority. Perfunctory cooperation is acceptable. This does not

necessarily mean that the status quo is known to be indefensible and

that it must therefore be protected from exposure to objective scrutiny.

It may be that simple risk-aversion motivates thf, action to avoid speci-

fying infornetion requirements which thereby perpetuates the difficulty

of those who would argue that "you know what needs to be done, now do

it."

4 3
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Why haven't accuracy tolerances been established for most of the

employment projection systems which are presently operating for voca-

tional-technical education planning purposes? Because specification of

such tolerances is unnecessarily threatening. Perfunctory performance

is again acceptable under the current rules of the game. And again,

one need not infer conspiratorial motives in such action. The failure

to define accuracy limits maintains administrative discretion in

deciding whether to accept or reject the estimates. Nothing would be

gained by adopting rigid guidelines, and a source of autonomy would be

lost.

Is an understanding of the concepts defined in this essay going to

evoke consummate administrative performance? No. But such an under-

standing will contribute to a more informed dialogue among the principal

actors, between these principals and the support staffs which have

already imposed the rule that skill 'requirements' must be considered in

planning vocational-technical educational programs, and ultimately

between the support staffs and the producers of employment projections.

How can such a dialogue possibly transpire without a common under-

standing of the difference between demand and employment, and between a

projection and a forecast? Musn't there be a common understanding of

what is meant by shortage and by requirement? Can those who don't dis-

tinguish between a job-vacancy and a projected job-opening communicate

effectively? Could you map-out an educational program without con-

sidering the relevance of internaZ Zabor market phenomena? And do you

now see that different occupational classification systems will have

very different impacts on educational decisions?

The vigil for dramatic changes in administrative behavior is indeed

a mission impossible unless new rules of the game are promulgated.

Based on a common understanding of educational and labor market institu-

tional procedures, and making adequate provision to either compensate

those who stand to lose under proposed changes, or to garner sufficient

support to overcome anticipated adversary action, consummate performance

is achievable only by evoking new responses through a different set of

incentives and disincentives than now exists. You can lead a horse to

water, and get it to drink, if you whet its appetite.

4 4
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